A green chemistry to produce iron oxide - Chitosan nanocomposite (CS-IONC) for the upgraded bio-restorative and pharmacotherapeutic activities - Supra molecular nanoformulation against drug-resistant pathogens and malignant growth.
The logical research on fundamentally adjusted iron oxide nanoparticles has turned out to expanded in biomedicine because of the improved activity and best biocompatibility. In this present work upgraded bio-restorative and pharmacotherapeutic property of chitosan‑iron oxide nanocomposite, which was set up by eco-friendly in situ substance technique. Characterisation of the synthesised nanocomposite by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), x-ray diffraction,(XRD) and Vibrating test magnetometer (VSM) studies reveals that highly stable spherical, electron-dense core shelled rough particles of 50-60 nm. Particle morphology of the synthesised nanocomposite utilising scanning electron microscopy (SEM) uncovers spherical; thick electron centre shelled harsh particles with the size scope of 50-60 nm. FTIR studies show that the specific interaction of practical gatherings of chitosan with iron oxide nanoparticles. Crystalline phase and magnetisation impact of the composite resolved from XRD and VSM studies. Anti-bacterial activity of the nanocomposite examined against human bacterial pathogens which suggest that the readied nanocomposite successfully restrained the development of the tried bacterial strains by recording maximum zone of inhibition, least minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) and biofilm damage against the both tested strains. 100 μg dosages of nanocomposites recorded 20.0 and 21.0 mm of the zone of inhibition against E. coli and S. aureus respectively. Biofilm restraint was additionally observed to be high in nanocomposite treatment by recording lower optical density of ethanol solubilised biofilm of both tested strains. Anticancer activity was examined against the A549 cell line by the assurance of cell feasibility as opposed to oxidative proteins, articulation example of TNF-α, Bax, PARP qualities and apoptosis. Composite prompted 50% of cytotoxicity at 80 μg/mL unmistakably uncovers cytotoxicity against A549 cells. Nanocomposite treatment revealed a high decrease of cell feasibility at all the fixation and most extreme impact seen in 100 μg. Nanocomposite treated cells demonstrated striking changes in cell morphology, the build-up of atomic material related to trademark changes in against oxidative enzymes, quality articulation design which brought about apoptosis-like necrotic cell death. The present findings would propose the conceivable usage of chitosan‑iron oxide nanocomposite as a viable remedial against safe medication pathogens and malignant growth cells.